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First responders have to be ready for anything. Access to the right information at the 
right time in the right place is vital to ensuring faster, safer outcomes. Once outside 
or away from their vehicles – and the communications centers they are connected to – 
responders are often cut off from critical data. PremierOne™ Handheld makes it easy to take 
it with them on their Android-powered smartphone or tablet. The purpose-built application 
lets officers quickly and securely look up critical details about people, property and vehicles 
while on the move. It delivers the intelligence officers need to stay ahead of what’s next 
no matter where they are – in their car, or on foot, bicycle, horseback, motorcycle or 
investigative patrol.

MORE INTELLIGENCE IN HAND IMPROVES SAFETY FOR ALL
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KEEPING CRITICAL DETAILS AT HAND
As an incident unfolds, officers need information quickly. They need to know who or what they’re dealing with 
at all times. PremierOne™ Handheld delivers instant access to federal and state databases including the National 
Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (NLETS), the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and BOLO 
data. The application eliminates the guesswork, allowing officers to query:

ENABLING REAL-TIME COLLABORATION
Secure messaging functionality puts visual intelligence quickly into view. A picture of a suspect helps officers 
better prepare before approaching a front door. The photo of a missing child serves as a quick reference 
point while out on patrol or searching a specific area. A quick message from another field officer improves 
collaboration. PremierOne Handheld meets the critical communications needs of agencies of all sizes by making 
it easy for users to send and receive secure messages between devices, department personnel and external 
contacts. Key features include the ability to:

•  People by name or driver’s license

•  Vehicles by plate or VIN

•  Boats by hull number

•   Stolen property – bikes, boats, phones –  
by serial number

•  Guns by serial number

Without the need for dispatch assistance, 
officers have the flexibility to control their 
access to critical data when and where they 
need it, improving situational awareness and 
response time.

•   Compose, view, forward, reply  
and delete messages

•  Capture, view and send images

•  Access address book functions

To move from reactive to proactive, agencies 
need to efficiently collect, view and distribute 
critical information quickly. Messaging 
capabilities improve collaboration both on the 
scene and across agencies to coordinate and 
resolve incidents safely. 



INTEGRATION WITH PREMIERONE CAD
Imagine if your officers had powerful new tools so they could extend command to the front line. Building on 
its core query and messaging functionality, PremierOne™ Handheld provides a mobile solution integrated with 
PremierOne CAD. This integration brings mapping, status update and dispatch functionalities from CAD to 
PremierOne Handheld. Command capabilities are extended directly to the field to accelerate officer response   
and decision making. On their PremierOne Handheld enabled device, officers can:

•  Receive and view incidents

•   Create incidents from a traffic stop, field initiation

•   Update incidents with comments, incident type 
and location

•   Add information on people, vehicles and include 
attachments

•   Close incidents with and without dispositions  
and notes

•  Update unit status

•  Review previous incidents

•  Access premise hazard and location details

•  Identify responder location

Improving officer safety and incident response is a 
priority of agencies no matter how large or small. 
With a fully integrated PremierOne Mobile, CAD 
and Handheld solution, agencies can empower 
their officers to do more out in the field, streamline 
workflows and increase operational efficiencies. 
They can track and monitor mission critical 
information in real-time, improving not only their 
safety but also the communities they serve.
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A BETTER WAY TO SERVE AND PROTECT 
Integrated with PremierOne CAD, the Motorola PremierOne Handheld Solution makes tracking and monitoring incident 
responses more efficient and provides more meaningful, mobile intelligence. With it, officers and commanders can:

•   Access real-time Unit Status and Incident Monitors

•   Link instantly to unit and incident details

•   View assigned, pending, active and closed incidents

•   Get immediate status updates with a single touch

•   Review maps with directions to incident location

•   Log on to PremierOne Handheld and PremierOne Mobile 
as a single user and single unit

•   Quickly link individuals to an incident by manual input or 
by scanning driver’s license bar-code
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STAYING AHEAD OF WHAT’S NEXT WITH MISSION CRITICAL INTELLIGENCE
New, more sophisticated threats and criminals emerge every day while agencies try to manage increasing workloads 
at the same time with fewer workers. Public safety organizations are turning to mobile handheld solutions to provide 
responders with applications that increase situational awareness, enhance tactical collaboration and enable greater 
in-field productivity to address these challenges.

To learn more about how PremierOne Handheld and the PremierOne platform can help streamline  
information access, management and sharing across your operations, contact your Motorola representative  
or visit motorolasolutions.com/integratedcommand.

PREMIERONE HANDHELD AT A GLANCE
Designed specifically to meet mission critical communications needs,  
the PremierOne Handheld application has:

•  Android 4.0+ smartphone and tablet device compatibility

•   CJIS compliance with advanced, two-factor authentication and 
FIPS 140-2 encryption 

•  Inactivity timeouts and device wipe on logout capabilities 

•  Single display mode for day and night time use 

•  3G, 4G and LTE network capability

A POWERFUL INTEGRATED PLATFORM
Only Motorola can deliver a truly unified platform that streamlines operations by providing one, real-time operational 
view. The PremierOne™ platform and applications – CAD, Mobile, Handheld, Records and Jail – transform the way 
your agency operates, collaborates and shares information. PremierOne Handheld, integrated with CAD, places more 
intelligence in the hands of first responders to keep citizens and communities safer and more secure.

PURPOSE BUILT FOR RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
The PremierOne Handheld is designed to work the way public safety works, to keep responders’ mission critical 
voice and data lifelines intact, no matter where an incident takes them. Intuitive applications improve situational 
awareness and improve communications. This new addition to the PremierOne platform empowers the field to do 
more at the point of work, keeping officers out in the community and better prepared for whatever comes next. 


